We consider a connected graph, having countably infinite vertex set X , which is permitted to have vertices of infinite degree. For a transient irreducible transition matrix P corresponding to a nearest neighbor random walk on X, we study the associated harmonic functions on X and, in particular, the Martin compactification. We also study the end compactification of the graph. When the graph is a tree, we show that these compactifications coincide; they are a disjoint union of X , the set of ends, and the set of improper vertices-new points associated with vertices of infinite degree. Other results proved include a solution of the Dirichlet problem in the context of the end compactification of a general graph. Applications are given to, e.g., the Cayley graph of a free group on infinitely many generators.
Introduction
In this paper we study transient random walks on infinite graphs, in particular trees, where transitions occur only along the graphs' edges. Our interest is in the positive harmonic functions of the transition matrix in the case when the graph has vertices whose number of neighbors is (countably) infinite. In particular, we want to realize, in terms of the underlying structure, the Martin boundary, i.e., the set of new points in the minimal compactification of the vertex set needed to give an integral representation for every positive harmonic function. Basic references for the definition and construction of the Martin boundary are Doob [Do] , Hunt [Hu] , Kemeny, Snell, and Knapp [KSK] and Revuz [Re] . There is a slight difference in the definitions of [Do and KSK] on the one hand, and of [Hu and Re] on the other. Here, we adopt the latter definition, in which the state space is required to be discrete in the compactification.
While the Martin boundary depends a priori on the transition matrix, we would like to realize it, or at least partially describe it in terms of a "natural" compactification which depends only on the graph structure. This is the end compactification as originally introduced by Freudenthal [Fr] for locally finite graphs. However, in the presence of vertices with infinite degree, the graph theoretical construction of the set of ends (following Halin [Ha] ) does not give rise to a compactification of the graph. We show how to modify the construction to obtain an end compactification in the nonlocally finite case: besides ends (equivalence classes of infinite paths), one also has to include what we call improper vertices.
In §2, after setting up the necessary preliminaries, we introduce the Martin compactification as a typical case of a compactification of the state space (vertex set) with respect to a family of bounded functions, the Martin kernels. We then briefly discuss the general properties of such compactifications.
In §3, we introduce the family of locally constant functions: they give rise to the end compactification. We then describe this compactification in terms of ends and improper vertices, both for general graphs (Theorem 1 ) and for trees (Theorem 2). In the tree case, the improper vertices are just new points in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of infinite degree, and the topology of the compactification may be simply described in terms of geodesies.
In §4, we compare the Martin and end compactifications. In the tree case they are canonically homeomorphic (Theorem 3), while in the general case there is a canonical map of the Martin compactification onto the end compactification (Proposition 2).
In §5, we study properties of harmonic functions, showing in the tree case that the minimal Martin boundary is just the set of ends (Proposition 3) and that a nonprobabilistic Fatou theorem holds (Proposition 4). These results generalize to the nonlocally finite case results of Cartier [Ca] . We also solve the Dirichlet problem in the context of the end compactification of a general connected graph (Theorem 4), a new result, we believe, even in the locally finite case.
Finally, in §6, we explain how these results apply to random walks on infinitely generated free groups, and briefly discuss the difference between the two definitions of Martin boundary mentioned above.
We would like to thank the referee for his careful reading of our manuscript, which resulted in several improvements to the exposition.
Compactifications
Let X be a countable set of states (later, these will be the vertices of a graph), and let P be a stochastic transition matrix over X with powers P" , « > 0 (P° = I, the identity matrix). We assume that P is irreducible and transient; i.e., for all x, y £ X, the Green kernel oo C7(x,y) = £P"(x,v) n=0 is strictly positive and finite. If we specify a random variable Zo on X, then P gives rise to a Markov chain (Z")">o on X with Px[Zn+k = y\Zk = x] = P"(x, y). For given x, y £ X, besides G(x, y), the following quantity depends only on P :
H(x, y) = Pr[Z" = y for some « > k\Zk = x].
If «: X -► R, and the sum converges, we define Ph(x) = YJP{x,y)h(y), y€X and call h harmonic if Ph = h .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now fix a base point o £ X. The Martin kernel K = K0: X x X -► (0, oo) is given by K(r v\ G(x,y) _H(x,y) K(x >y) -gJoTV) -HjoTfy A compactification of any (discrete) set X is a compact Hausdorff space Y which contains X as a dense subset and which induces the discrete topology on X. Notice that X must be open in Y, so that the corresponding boundary Y\X is compact. If Y and Y' axe two compactifications of X, a map f:Y -> Y' is called canonical if it is continuous and f(x) = x for all x £ X. Following [Hu, Re] , we define the Martin compactification of our state space X as the (up to canonical homeomorphism) unique compactification c^(X) = c&(X, P) of X with the following properties:
(i) the Martin kernel extends to a continuous function on X x c^(X), also denoted K, and
(ii) the extended functions K(x, •), x £ X, separate the points of the Martin boundary M = cjg>(X)\X.
The elements of M can be identified with the functions g on X with the following property: there exists a sequence (xn) of distinct points in X such that K(-, xn) -> g pointwise on X. The topology on M is then the topology of pointwise convergence. The significance of M rests on the fact that for every positive harmonic function « , there is a positive Borel measure vh on M such that (2.1)
Jm This representation is not always unique. A positive harmonic function h is minimal if, whenever « > hx > 0 for some harmonic function hx , then hx/h is constant. The minimal Martin boundary M0 is the set of all £ G M for which K(',Ç) is a minimal harmonic function. The representation (2.1) is unique under the additional requirement that vh(M\Mo) = 0.
The construction of the Martin boundary arises as a special case of the following proposition, which is a simplified version of a theorem of Constantinescu and Cornea [CC, §9] , also well known in topology (the argument goes back at least to Stone and Cech, see [Ke, with the product topology, and embed X by the mapping x >-> t\x, where Zxif) = fix) for f £(S*. This mapping is injective, since 5X £ &* for each x £ X. Identify X with its image. The required compactification is the closure of X in the product space, and we extend / G S by writing f(c¡) = c¡(f) for c¡ in the closure. It is clear that (I) and (II) hold, and straightforward (see [CC] ) to check uniqueness using the following description of convergence of nets: (2.2) A net (xa) in Cg(X) converges to a point in c^(X)\X if and only if
• for every finite U c X there is an qo such that xa 0 U for every a > ao, and
• lima f(xa) exists for every / G S. Alternatively, c@(X) can be characterised by the following minimality property:
Lemma 1. Let Y be a compactification of X such that each f £ S extends to a continuous function on Y. Then there is a canonical map of Y onto cg(X). Proof. Use the above description of convergence of nets.
If @i and S2 are two families of bounded functions on X, with Si<zS2, then there is a canonical map of cgAZX) onto cgx(X). If So c S, and each f eS is a finite linear combination of functions in (So, then cg(X) and cg0(X) axe canonically homeomorphic. In particular, if X and So axe countable, then c<g(X) is metrizable. These facts are simple consequences of the last lemma. Note that any compactification of X is c$(X) for some S.
In particular, consider the family Jf = {K(x, -):
Thus taking S = Z%, Proposition 1 provides a construction of the Martin boundary.
Locally constant functions
In this section we assume that X is the countable vertex set of an infinite connected graph Y, whose edge set we denote by E (the edges are unoriented, we allow loops, but no multiple edges). We write d(x, y) for the usual distance in T. A locally constant function is a real-valued function / on X for which {[x, y] £ E:f(x) ^ f(y)} is finite. The linear space of locally constant functions is denoted by Jz?7. We denote by 3~{Y) the family of finite subsets of a set Y .If F £ &~(E), write T\F for the graph with vertex set X and edge set E\F. We also let OF denote the set of vertices which are incident with some edge in F. Now let 2o be the subfamily of ZZ? consisting of all functions f = Xc , where C is a connected component of T\F for some F £ S*~(E). It is clear that 2o is countable and spans =2". The end compactification of T is defined to be the space c&iX) = c^\\X), according to Proposition 1. This compactification is metrizable, and so we may restrict ourselves to sequences instead of nets in our description (2.2) of convergence to points of ctT = c^iX)\X.
Lemma 2. A sequence (x") of distinct elements of X converges to a point ¿; of dT if and only if for each F £ ^(E) there is a component Cf of T\F which contains all but finitely many of the xn . The resulting family {CP: F £ ^(E)} depends only on <¡f and not on the particular sequence (x" ) converging to it, and the application £ >-► {CP:F £ ZF(E)} is injective.
Proof. If (xn) converges, then we must have (3.1) lim^cCx«) = 0 or limxc(x") = 1
for each component C of T\F, whenever F g S*~(E). Hence, there must be precisely one component Cp for which the limit is 1. Conversely, if the Cf exist as proposed, then (3.1) holds for each xc € 3o, and so ix") must converge to a t, £ dF. Furthermore, for the continuous extension of XcF we must have XcF(£) ~ 1 > and mis determines Cp among the components of T\F . Hence (Cp) is independent of (xn). The last statement follows from the separation property (II).
In what follows, when speaking of a family of components (Cp), we assume that F varies over ZF(E) and each CF is one of the finitely many components of Y\F . In the situation of Lemma 2, we say that (O ) determines Ç. With the discrete topology, fêp, being finite, is compact. If Fi c F2, F2 £ ZF(E), then every C £ Wp2 is contained in an element of Wpx, denoted f2,f,(C) . As &~(E) is directed with respect to set inclusion, the maps t'f1,fZií/r., -» Wp, give rise to an inverse limit of the system {WF: F £ ZF(E)} . Using Lemmas 2 and 3, one obtains that it coincides with dt.
In the locally finite case, c&(X) is the inverse limit of the family {WF:F £ •F'(E)} , where WF consists of all components of Y\F , but in the general case the natural map of X into this inverse limit need not even be injective.
We now give a graph theoretical description of dT in the setting of a general graph, extending the approach of [Ha] , cf. also Jung [Ju] . Also, compare our approach with the rather abstract topological one of Polat [Po] , where, however, finite sets of vertices play the same role as finite sets of edges here.
Let X°° be the set of vertices of infinite degree. An infinite path or ray is a sequence [xn, xx, x2, . .. ] of distinct vertices with x, and x,+i adjacent for each i > 0. We denote by n the set of infinite paths. Let F £ ZF(E). We remark that our definition of ends agrees with the one of [Ha] , who calls two infinite paths equivalent if there is a third which meets each of the other two infinitely often. The only difference is that our equivalence classes may also contain elements of X°° . The improper vertices, however, are new, and serve to obtain the desired compactification, compare with [Po] . Theorem 1. We may identify dT with Qui*.
In the topology of c^(X), a neighborhood base o/^eQuP is given by {CF(^)\U:F£^(E), U£$-(X)}.
Proof. If £ G QuX*, then it is clear that (CF(0) satisfies (a) and (b) of Lemma 3. By definition of the equivalence relation, different elements of Í2 U X* give rise to different families (Cp). Thus, SlUX* naturally embeds into dT. We prove that this embedding is onto.
Let (Cp) be a family of components with properties (a) and (b) of Lemma 3. Assume that (Cp) ^ (Cp(x)) for all x £ X°° . We have to construct an infinite path n such that (Cp) = (CF(n)). We claim that, given Xo £ X, there is a sequence (Fn) in S*~(E) such that (3.2) x0 £ CFi and for « > 2 Fn_x c Fn and ôFn_x n CFn = 0. Indeed, if xn G X°°, then by the assumption that (Cf) ^ (CF(x)) for all x G Xe0 , Xo & Cp, for some Fx g S*~(E). If xo has finite degree, then let Fx be the set of edges incident with xn . As Cp, is infinite by (a), we must have Xo 0 Cf, . Now assume that we have already constructed Fx, ... , F"-X . As above, for every y £ 5F"-X we must have y & CF(y) for some F(y) £ ZF(E).
Let F" be the union of F"-X and all these F(y). Now let 7Ti be a shortest path from xo to some element in Cp, withendpoint Xi. Then xx G ôFx and nx f)Cpt = {xx} . Once more, we proceed by induction: assume we have already extended nx to a finite path 7c"_i without repetitions, whose endpoint x"_i lies in ôF"_x , such that 7r"_i n Cpn_, = {x"_!} . Then, as Cp"_, is connected, we can find a shortest path in Cf"_, which connects x"_i to some point of Cpn. If we use this path to extend 7t"_i , we obtain n" with endpoint x" to conclude the induction. At each step, the length of nn increases at least by one because of the last condition in (3.2), so that in the limit, we obtain an infinite path n such that Cpn = Cpn(n) for each « .
, and any path from Xo to a point of Cf" has length at least «. Thus if F £ Z?(E) is arbitrary, we can find « such that OF n Cf" = 0 . Therefore Cp" is connected in T\F, and so either Cpn n Cp = 0 or CF" c Cp. By Lemma 3(b), the former is impossible. Thus Cpn c Cf . Hence Cp = Cp(n). In other words, if oe £ Q, is the equivalence class of n, then Cp = Cp(co) for every We remark that it is not hard to see that the path n constructed in the above proof is an infinite geodesic, i.e., each of its finite subpaths is shortest. Thus, we may also describe the end compactification in terms of equivalence classes of infinite degree vertices and infinite geodesies.
In the case when T is a (nonlocally finite, countably infinite) tree, we can describe X* and Q rather more explicitly. Recall that the geodesic between two vertices x, y £ X is the unique shortest path in X connecting x and y . An infinite path n = [xo, xx, ... ] as defined above is just an infinite geodesic in this case, i.e., [xm , ... , x"] is the geodesic from xm to x" for each m < « . If x G X°° , the set of vertices of infinite degree, and if n £ U, the set of infinite paths, there is an F £ 5^(E) such that Cp(x) ^ Cp(n), so x and n cannot be equivalent. Two infinite paths are equivalent if and only if they differ only by finitely many vertices. As before, an equivalence class of a n £ n is called an end and the set of all ends is denoted Q. If x G X and coefl, then there is presicely one ray which representes co and emanates from xo = x . This is the geodesic from x to co. Thus we may think of Q as the set of rays emanating from a fixed base point o £ X.
If x G Xe0, we denote by x* the equivalence class of x. Thus x* is an improper vertex as defined above. The tree structure shows that x* ^ y* if x, y G X°° axe distinct. The set X* with elements x*, x £ X00 , is disjoint from X and Q. We may imagine x* as "sitting above" x , linked by x by an improper edge. In this way we obtain an enlarged tree, with vertex set X U X*.
If z, w £ X uQ, then the confluent of z and w with respect to o £ X, denoted (z, w)0 , is the last common vertex on the geodesies from o to z and from o to w respectively. If z = w = co £ Í2, there is no such vertex, and we write (co, co)o = co. We extend this notion to X* by defining (x*, z)0 = (x, z)0 and (x*, y*)0 = (x, y)0 if x, y G X°° and zeluß.
We now introduce a topology on X = X U X* U Í2 so that
• {x} is open for every x £ X .
• If oe £ Q, then a neighborhood base at co is given by the sets Bx(co) = {z £ X: (z, x)0 = x} , where x varies on the geodesic from o tow.
• If x* G X*, then a neighborhood base at x* is given by the sets Bu(x*) = {z £ X: z t¿ x, (z, y)x = x for every y £ U} , where U varies among finite sets of neighbors of x .
A sequence (x") in X converges in this topology to co £ Q. if and only if the distance between o and (x" , co)0 tends to infinity; it converges to y* £ X* if and only if the geodesies from y to x" start with any given edge for only finitely many «.
Theorem 2. For a tree T, c^(X) is homeomorphic to X with the topology described above, and dT = X* U Í2.
Proof. By Theorem 1 and the above discussion, we may identify c&(X) and X. It is easy to check that this identification is a homeomorphism. Suppose, for example, that x G X°°. A base of neighborhoods at x* G X* in cs(X) consists of sets CF(x)\S, where F £ iT(E) and 5 c X is finite. Suppose that (£") is a sequence in X converging to x* there. Given F and 5, let U be the set of neighbors of x lying on geodesies from x to vertices in SF U S. Then t\n £ Cf(x)\S once £" G Bv(x*).
Comparing Martin and end compactifications
In this section, we assume that T is an infinite connected graph with countable vertex set X, and that P is a transient transition matrix over X which is adapted to the graph structure as follows:
(4.1) P(x,y)>0 if and only if [x,y]£E.
Note in particular that P(y, x) > 0 if P(x, y) > 0.
Let us first consider the case when T is a tree. In [Ca] , this has been studied in full detail in the locally finite case, and many of the results there carry over directly. In particular, the following remains valid without changes:
Lemma 4. If Y is a tree, and if x, y £ X, then It is easy to check continuity using the description of convergence preceding Theorem 2. In order to prove that the canonical mapping is a homeomorphism, we have to verify the following: if £, n £ dT and K(-, £) = K(-, n), then Ç = n.
Checking this amounts to showing that the numbers K(x, y), where y varies along the geodesic from o to x , are distinct. This follows from Lemma 4(a) and transience, which implies that H(u, v)H(v , u) < 1 for u, v £ X distinct. The last part of the above proof could have been replaced by appealing to the next proposition, adapted from [PW2] . We remark that even in the case of an isotropic random walk in a locally finite homogeneous tree, the Martin boundary may fiber over the end boundary if P(x, y) > 0 is allowed for unbounded d(x, y) (see the recent paper of Cartwright and Sawyer [CS] ).
Proposition 2. Let Y be an arbitrary connected graph with countable vertex set. If P is transient and satisfies (4.1), then there is a canonical continuous map of the Martin compactification c^(X) onto the end compactification c-y(X).
Proof. In view of (2.2), and the compactness and metrizability of c%-(X) and c&iX), we nave t° prove the following: if (x") and (y") are two sequences in X such that (1) X\mK(-, xn) = limA^-, y") = / exists pointwise, and (2) x" -> Ç and y" -* n in the end compactification, where £, n £ dT, then £ = n must hold. Assume the contrary. The Cp(c¡) ^ Cp(n) for some F £ Z?(E). Let U = U(Ç) denote the set of x G ôF n C>({) for which there is some finite path from Cp(n) which enters Cf(c¡) at x. Define a set V = V(n) similarly, but with the roles of c; and n interchanged. Note that U n V = 0 , and that both sets are finite. Combining the last two identities, we see that the substochastic square matrix AB has 1 as an eigenvalue. Since all its entries are strictly positive, it must be strictly stochastic. Hence, also A and B must be stochastic in each row. Thus, starting from some point in U, the random walk visits V with probability one, and vice versa. As a consequence, Z" returns to the finite set U infinitely often with probability one. This contradicts transience. We remark that, contrary to the locally finite case [PW2] , Proposition 2 may not be obtained as an application of the abstract result of Taylor [Ta, Corollary 4, p. 449] . The reason is that Y does not give rise to a locally compact space, if we view it as a one-dimensional polygonal complex where each edge is a copy of the unit interval.
Properties of harmonic functions
The main object of this section is the study of the boundary behavior of harmonic functions. We always assume that P is transient and satisfies (4.1). As in the preceding sections, we start with results concerning trees. Proposition 3. If T is a tree, then the minimal Martin boundary is Q. Proof. First of all, if x* £ X*, then K(-, x*) = K(-, x) which is not harmonic. Thus, x* & Mo.
Next, we verify that K(-, co) is harmonic for co £ Q. Let x G X, and let u be the next vertex after (x, co)0 on the geodesic from o to co. By (4.2) and Lemma 4, K(y, co) = K(y, u) if y is x or one of its neighbors. Assume that (5.1) holds. Observe that h(x) > H(x, y)h(y) for all x, y £ X , if « is positive harmonic. Indeed, Gn(x, y) = G(x, y)h(y)/h(x) is the Green kernel of the transient transition matrix Ph(x,y) = P(x, y)h(y)/h(x), and therefore satisfies Gn(x, y) <Gn(y, y).
By (4.2) and Lemma 4, K(x, co) = H(x, y)K(y, co), if y lies on the geodesic from x to co. Hence, thx (x) + ( 1 -t)h2(x) = H(x, y)K(y, to) = tH(x, y)hx(y) + ( 1 -t)H(x, y)h2(y), and we must have «,(x) = H(x, y)h,(y) whenever y lies on the geodesic from x to <y. In particular, choose y = (x, co)0 . Since 1 = «,(o) = H(o, y)h¡(y), we obtain, using (4.2),
This yields minimality of to.
We remark that the last part of the above proof has been adapted from Derriennic [De] . Proposition 4. With the above notation, for vh-almost all co £ Q, g(x)/h(x) tends to tp(co) as x £ X tends to co along the geodesic from o to co. Proof. Cartier [Ca, Théorème 3.3] proved this in the locally finite case. His proof remains valid in our case: one need only remark that his Théorème 1.2, which he uses there, is still true. To see this requires a proof that if (to, tx, ...) is a sequence of vertices such that t, and //+] are adjacent for each / > 0, and such that for each t £ X, the set {j >0:tj = t} is finite, then d(to, tj) -» oo. So let /" = {j > 0:d(t0, tj) = «}. Then /0 is finite by hypothesis. Assuming that /" is finite, Jn+X must be finite too. For otherwise there must be infinitely many distinct tj's at distance « + 1 from /0 • But between any two corresponding j's there must be a k £ Jn, a contradiction. So each J" is finite and the assertion is proved.
In the last theorem, we return to general graphs Y. Given a compactification cg(X), we can state the Dirichlet problem: does every continuous real function on the boundary c@(X)\X have a continuous extension to c@(X) which is harmonic on XI We remark that, due to the Maximum Principle, such a solution must be unique if it exists. We now show that the answer is positive for the end compactification under an additional assumption. We say that the Green kernel vanishes at infinity, if for every e > 0, the set {x G X: G(x, o) > e] is finite.
Theorem 4. Assume that P, given on the graph Y, satisfies (4.1), and that the Green kernel vanishes at infinity. Then the Dirichlet problem is solvable with respect to the end compactification. Proof. In terms of the random walk, transience means that Z" , starting at Zo = x £ X, almost surely leaves every finite set after a finite time. This applies, in particular, to the sets SF, where F £ ZF(E). Thus, with probability one, Z" ends up in one of the components of Y\F . In view of the countable base of the topology on c&(X) described in Theorem 1, this implies that there is a öT-valued random variable Zoc(x), such that Z" -► Zoo(x) almost surely, if Zo = x. Let vx be the distribution of Zoo(x) on ôr. Factoring through the first step of the random walk, the strong Markov property yields If (x") tends to £, then it eventually belongs to A and leaves every finite set. As G vanishes at infinity, vXn(dT\N) tends to zero, and the second term in (5.4) can be made arbitrarily small. This proves continuity of the extended function.
To our knowledge, this general and simple version of the solution of the Dirichlet problem is new even in the locally finite case. A special result can be found in [De] . If the Green kernel vanishes at £, that is, limx6í G(x, o) = 0, then Ç is regular for the Dirichlet problem. Furthermore, suppose that the support of the limiting distribution vx on dT contains more than one point for some (and hence all) x G X. Then the regular points for the Dirichlet problem with respect to the end compactification are precisely the points where the Green kernel vanishes.
By [Hu] , the random walk also converges in the Martin topology to a limit random variable with values in M. With a slight abuse of the notation of the above proof, we now write vx for the limiting distribution on M of the random walk starting at x . Given the base point o, the Poisson boundary is the pair (Supp(^0), v0), or briefly the set Supp(f0) c M. Usually, one is interested in its realization up to sets of measure zero. It is a model (the largest possible) for the points attained at infinity by the random walk starting at o . Furthermore, if « is a bounded harmonic function, then (cf. [Ca, Proposition 3.2] ) there is a unique cp g L°°(v0) such that (5.5) h(x)= [ K(x, -)(pdv0. Jar
As a by product of the last theorem, we obtain the Poisson boundary in the case of a tree.
Corollary I. If Y is a tree, and if the Green kernel vanishes at infinity, then Supp(f0) = dY and v0(X*) = 0, so that the Poisson boundary can be identified with Q. In particular, Q = dY.
Proof. We first show that Supp(f0) = dY. Assume that there is £ G dY and a neighborhood A of £ such that v0(N) = 0. Then we can find a continuous function cp on dY such that cp = 1 on ctT\A and cp(c¡) = 0. If h is its continuous extension (5.3) according to Theorem 4, then « satisfies (5.5), so that « = 1 . But « is then discontinuous at £, a contradiction. If a trajectory of Z" converges to x* G X* then by (4.1 ) it must visit x infinitely often. Indeed, using the description of convergence preceding Theorem 2, there must be infinitely many different first edges amongst the geodesies from x to the Z" . Between any two such « there must be an m for which Zm= x . Hence, vq({x*}) = 0; otherwise transience is contradicted. As X* is countable, v0(X*) = 0, so that we may identify the Poisson boundary with Q up to a set of measure zero.
From the proof of Corollary 1, we see in particular that Theorem 4 does not hold without the assumption that G vanishes at infinity: the last example of [PW1] is a transient nearest neighbor random walk on a locally finite tree with the following properties: (l) G does not vanish at infinity, and (2) Supp(f0) C dT strictly. As above, we can construct continuous functions on dY without continuous harmonic extension.
Examples and remarks
The results of the preceding sections apply to some types of random walks on infinitely generated groups. If G is a group generated by the countable set A, then its Cayley graph with respect to A has vertex set X = G, and the unoriented edges are given by E = {[x, xa]:x £ G, a £ A}. Example 1. The free group with infinitely many generators. Let G be generated freely by A = {a¡: i = 1,2,...}, with unit element e . Its Cayley graph with respect to A is a tree, where all vertices have a countably infinite number of neighbors. The ends can be represented by infinite reduced words over AuA~x, where the only reduction rules are ata~x = ajxa¡ = e, and the set of improper vertices G* is in one-to-one correspondence with G.
If p is a probability measure on G, then it gives rise to a random walk on G with P(x,y) = p(x~xy). If P is irreducible (i.e., Supp(p) generates G as a semigroup), then it is transient, and the Green kernel G(-, e) is in /2(G) [DG] . Hence, it vanishes at infinity. (We choose e as our base point.)
If Supp(p) = AUA~X , then P satisfies (4.1) with respect to the tree. All our results apply in this case: the Martin boundary is Í2 U G*, the minimal Martin boundary is Q, a Fatou theorem holds, the Dirichlet problem is solvable with respect to the Martin boundary, and the Poisson boundary charges all of Q.. Example 2. Free products of groups. Let G be the free product of infinitely many nontrivial, countable groups G,, i = 1,2,... , each one generated by a set A¡. The Cayley graph T of G with respect to A = \Ji A, is not a tree, but has tree-like features. Let P arise as in Example 1 from a probability measure p on G supported by A U A~l .
If each G, is finite, then the ends of Y can be identified with infinite words x^x^x^ ... , where x/; G G^fe} and ij+x ± ijIn this setting, with some minor adaptations, all the results which we have stated for trees apply as in the case of free groups. Along the lines of [Wo] , one can also describe the Martin boundary if the G, are not assumed to be finite, but we omit the details.
Remark 3. Contrary to the finitely generated case (see, e.g., [De] ), in the above examples it is crucial that the support of p is Au A~x, where A is the described set of generators. Indeed, assume in the case of the free group, that Supp(p) is the set of words of length at most 2. The resulting random walk has property (4.1 ) with respect to the graph Y which we obtain from the tree by connecting every pair of vertices at distance at most 2 by an edge. But dY has only one element, because Y\F is connected for each F £ ZF(E). In fact, we do not know the Martin boundary in this case. However, we remark that Furstenberg [Fu] describes a random walk on an infinitely generated free group, whose Poisson boundary coincides with the set of ends of a homogeneous tree of finite degree. The support of the underlying probability p is not Au A~x , and p is only given implicitly.
If G is a finitely generated group and A and B are two finite sets of generators, then the end compactifications of the corresponding Cayley graphs are canonically homeomorphic [Fr] . Similarly, it is not hard to show the following for not necessarily finitely generated groups: if A and B are two sets of generators of the group G, then the end compactifications of the corresponding Cayley graphs are homeomorphic, if the symmetric difference of A and B is finite. In our example (words of length at most 2 versus words of length 1 ), this sufficient condition is violated.
Remark 4. We briefly explain the Martin compactification of [Do, KSK] and why we give preference to the one of [Hu, Re] . In [Do, KSK] , the requirements are as follows: b^-(X) is the (up to canonical homeomorphism) unique compact space with the following properties:
(i' ) X cbx(X), and X is dense in bjr(X), (ii' ) the kernels K(x, •), x G X, extend continuously to b^-(X), and (iii' ) the extended kernels separate the points of b^(X).
The resulting boundary is then bjp(X)\X . It suffices for all probabilistic purposes [KSK] . One can verify the following.
(a) There is a canonical surjection o:c%(X) -> b%-(X), (b) a is at most two-to-one, (c) if cr~l(z) has two elements for z G bx(X), then z = x £ X, and (d) in this case, the row P(x, •) of x in the transition matrix must have infinitely many nonzero entries.
We omit the details. In particular, c%iX) and b%(X) coincide if there are only finitely many nonzero elements in each row of P. Now let us consider a tree Y, where every vertex has infinitely many neighbors. Let P have property (4.1), with the Green kernel vanishing at infinity. Then the Dirichlet problem is solvable with respect to the Martin (= end) compactification. Its not hard to verify that b%(X) = XuQ, and that o is given as follows: o(z) = z , if z G Xuiï, and rr(x*) = x, if x* £ X*. The topology on bjr(X) is the one inherited from X*uQ in Cx(X). In particular, Q is dense in bjr(X). In this setting, the Dirichlet problem with respect to b^(X)\X = Q is not solvable.
